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Under the new Administration, the Wage and Hour Division (WHD) of the U.S.
Department of Labor (DOL) has announced that it has “reinvigorated” enforcement activities. It
has accomplished this in two ways. First, WHD has hired approximately 220 investigators
during the last 18 months and has plans to hire additional ones in this fiscal year. These WHD
investigators have been deployed to various WHD district and field offices across the country.
Also, many of these investigators have additional qualifications such as experience because they
are in a second career or served in thee Armed Forces, have foreign language capabilities or
possess post-graduate degrees, or combination thereof. They have undergone basic training and
are conducting investigations, many times accompanied by a more experienced investigator or
manager. Bottomline, WHD has more investigators to conduct more investigations and even the
new investigators have other experiences or credentials that will enable them to be aggressive.
The other way WHD is emphasizing enforcement activities is through increasing its
initiatives or directed enforcement activities. One such initiative that WHD has had for many
years is its low-wage initiatives. The lodging and restaurant industries (or Hospitality industry)
are businesses that WHD has targeted on multiple occasions for such “self-directed”
investigations. In other words, WHD selects or targets these businesses to investigate even
though there is no complaint. These targeted investigations are contrasted from complaint
investigations, or enforcement activities that WHD may undertake as a result of a complaint filed
with WHD and that it then investigates. In the past, WHD directed or targeted cases have ranged
from a low of about 15% to as much as 25% or more of its total caseload, depending upon the
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number of investigators. Now with more investigators on staff, WHD can not only conduct the
investigations resulting from complaints, but it also can conduct more directed or targeted
investigations as the result of initiatives, just like that directed toward the Hospitality industry.

WHD Enforcement Authority and Procedures
Section 11 of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) empowers WHD to enter an
employee’s premises to conduct an investigation of the employer’s compliance with the FLSA’s
requirements.

These requirements include (1) maintaining certain payroll and employment

records; (2) compensating employees for all hours worked; (3) paying employees at least
minimum wage and an overtime premium for hours worked in excess of 40 in a work week; and
(4) complying with limitations on the hours of work and types of jobs which apply to youth
employees under 18 years of age. Other statutes, such as those with immigration work visa
programs like the H-2 guest worker program, also charge WHD with administrative and
enforcement authorities. In most instances, WHD will follow the same basic procedures in
conducting an investigation.
A.

Scheduling an Investigation
Most WHD investigations are scheduled in advance by an investigator either by sending

a scheduling letter or by telephone call. A scheduling letter is nothing more than a letter
informing an employer of a date and time at which the investigator will visit an employer.
Oftentimes, the scheduling letter will include a list of documents, records and other information
that the investigator will need or review as part of the investigation.

The FLSA requires

employers to keep records and the regulations specify the exact information an employer should
retain.
Sometimes, an investigator will not advise an employer in advance of an investigation;
rather, the investigator will make an “unannounced” call on the employer and inform the
employer that it is there to conduct an investigation. We are seeing an increased usage of such
unannounced investigations. Regardless of the manner in which an investigation schedule, most
investigators will work with an employer to conduct the investigation at a convenient time and to
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afford an employer the opportunity to gather its employment documents and records. However,
if an investigator makes an “unannounced” visit and insists on conducting an investigation right
then and there, they legally can insist on that. However, an employer can refuse to permit such
an investigator to come upon its premises to conduct an investigation. When contemplating such
action, please know that WHD has subpoena power and will not hesitate to use it to gain access
to the employer’s premises in order to enforce the law.
B.

On-Site Visit
Once on-site, an investigator will present their credentials and conduct an “opening”

conference. During this meeting, the investigator will meet with representatives of the employer,
explain the purpose and plans of the investigation, inform the employer of what documents and
records they will review, provide information on the time period covered by the investigation,
advise the employer of whether they plan to interview employees and other relevant aspects of
their “fact-finding” investigation. We are finding that investigators are conducting more broad
or expansive investigations and not limiting their investigation to one issue involving compliance
with the FLSA. Investigators generally will not indicate whether the investigation is the result of
a complaint or is part of targeted initiative. Once this opening conference is completed, the
investigator may request to take a tour of the facility being investigated.
Another important aspect of a WHD investigation is whether the investigator will expand
the geographical reach of the investigation to facilities beyond that visited by the investigator.
This will depend on whether the company has other locations where employees perform the
same type of work. If so, WHD has a policy pursuant to which the investigator will contact the
WHD district office (DO) closest to the company’s headquarters or main office (MO).
Oftentimes referred to as the MODO policy, it requires the investigator to coordinate the
investigation with the WHD DO office and may result in the WHD DO assuming responsibility
for the investigation and expanding the investigation to include other facilities of the company.
In addition to trying to limit the issues covered by an investigation, another reason for an
employer to be proactive is to limit the geographical scope or reach of an investigation.
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An employer has a right to have its attorney or other representative (such as an
accountant) present during the investigation. Employers should have a human resource official
and/or other location management present as well. These individuals can explain the employer’s
commitment to compliance with the FLSA or other applicable law, respond to questions, monitor
the activities of the investigator, especially regarding employment and payroll documents and
records, influence the scope of the investigation and otherwise protect the company’s interests.
C.

Employee Interviews
One component of most investigations is employee interviews by the investigator. The

investigator may interview non-exempt as well as exempt employees. A company official or
representative is not permitted to sit-in on the interviews of non-exempt employees; these are
private. Generally, a company official or representative is permitted to be present for the
interview of an exempt manager. In some cases, investigators will conduct employee interviews
after work time by telephone or by sending an employee a questionnaire in the mail. An
employer should be perceptive to employee comments of telephonic or mail interviews as they
are the subject of a WHD investigation. If the investigator has a list of employees who they wish
to interview or allows the employer to pick such employees may provide some insight into the
type of investigation it is and its focus.
D.

Closing or Final Conference
Once an investigator has completed their fact-finding, review of records, interviewing

employees, etc., they will schedule a closing or final conference with the employer to review the
findings. The investigator will ensure that the company representatives have authority to make
decisions and commit the employer to certain corrective action in the event that the investigator
has found violations. During the closing conference, the investigator will review their findings
with the employer and seek agreement to pay back wages if any are found due and owing and to
commit to comply with the law if there are violations. While an employer is expected to reply at
the final conference, there may be reasons for an employer to defer a response – such until the
employee has had an opportunity to review the findings, submit a position statement or verify
back wage computations. Depending on the size and scope of the violations, an investigator may
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request that the employer make such backwage computations, subject to review and verification
by WHD.
E.

Post-Investigation
In the event that an employer does not agree to comply with the law and/or pay back

wages at the closing conference, WHD will continue to make every effort to resolve an
investigation at the administrative level.

However, failing agreement, WHD may refer its

investigatory findings to the Office of the Solicitor for litigation. Also, WHD will notify
employees of their right to file a private lawsuit under section 16 of the FLSA. In private
litigation, an employer could be liable for back wages, liquidated damages in an amount equal to
back wages, attorneys’ fees and costs.
Finally, WHD has the authority to assess a civil money penalty (CMP) of up to $1,100
per violation under the FLSA after an investigation. WHD has an enforcement policy that it can
assess a CMP to a repeat or willful violator. A repeat violator is an employer who has a history
of a prior violation of the minimum wage or overtime requirements of the FLSA. In order for
WHD to assess a CMP against a repeat violator, the violations need not be the same. A willful
violator is defined as an employer who knew that the FLSA prohibited its conduct or exhibited
“reckless disregard” for compliance with the FLSA.

Conclusion
In April, DOL announced a new public awareness campaign called “We Can Help” in
describing its focus on enforcing wage and hour laws. In a speech to unionized employees,
organized labor and other workers’ rights advocates, Secretary of Labor Hilda Solis warned
employers that “a new sheriff is in town” and that the Department would focus on employers
who have denied workers their fair wages. Not only is the “We Can Help” campaign designed to
encourage employees to report wage and hour violations to WHD, but it also is designed to
protect low-wage employees in industries like the Hospitality industry which will be the target of
more WHD self-directed investigations. In light of DOL’s commitment of its energy, resources
and priorities, employers in the Hospitality industry would be well-served to review their
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compliance with the FLSA and other visa employment programs and take corrective actions as
soon as practicable. Also, employers in the Hospitality industry should be prepared for a visit by
the “new sheriff” or a local WHD investigator with little or no warning. Finally, employers in
the Hospitality industry would be wise to monitor upcoming regulatory proposals and changes to
its sub-regulatory guidance as WHD begins to implement measures that will effectuate the
Department’s new “Plan/Prevent/Protect” initiatives.

Mr. Robinson is a shareholder in the Washington DC Office of Ogletree Deakins and was at the Wage and Hour
Division (WHD) of the US Department of Labor from 2002 until 2006. He served as the WHD Acting Administrator
from 2004 until 2006.
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